
Answers
1.  Draw lines to match each date to the event which happened on it.

Lord Carnarvon arrives in Egypt. 9th May 1874

The water boy discovers a stone step. 4th November 1922

Howard Carter is born. 26th November 1922

The door to the burial chamber is opened. 16th February 1923

2. Which part of Tutankhamun’s tomb was discovered first? Tick one. 

  the antechamber
  the golden objects
  the top of the set of stairs
  the burial chamber

3. If you wanted to see many of the golden artefacts discovered by Howard Carter, where 
would you need to go? Tick one. 

  Tutankhamun’s tomb
  the Valley of the Kings
  a museum in Cairo
  between West London and Norwich

4. Number the events below to show the order in which they occurred.

3    Howard Carter says that he can see wonderful things.
2    Lord Carnarvon threatens to withdraw funding.
4    The golden objects are moved to Cairo.
1    Howard Carter learns how to draw and paint. 

5. Look at the paragraph beginning: After working as an archaeologist… 
Find and copy one word from this paragraph which means stop. 

cease

Howard Carter
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Howard Carter

6. How long did it take Howard Carter to document all of the objects in Tutankhamun’s tomb?  

It took Howard Carter nine years to document all of the objects in Tutankhamun’s tomb.

7. Who do you think should be named as discovering Tutankhamun’s tomb? Tick one.

Accept either Howard Carter, Howard’s water boy or both as an answer, providing that 
a full explanation is also given, such as: I think that they both helped to discover the 
tomb because the water boy discovered the top step but he wouldn’t have been there if 
Howard Carter wasn’t excavating.

8. How do you think Lord Carnarvon felt when he arrived in Egypt on 26th November 1922? 
Pupils’ own responses, such as: I think that Lord Carnarvon must have felt really 
excited because he had been paying Howard Carter to find something and he had finally 

found something really special.
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